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The month of August is named in honor of the first Emperor of the Roman Empire, Augustus 
Caesar. It is not only our eighth month but also can be used to describe something esteemed 
or regal. Maybe that is why our National Education Seminar (NES) has been held quite a few 
times in August. Not only does it seem to be the hottest month, with the greatest availability of 
government per diem, but it also is the most esteemed.

NES is the flagship of NPMA, and it should be considered esteemed and regal as well. This 
is where our organization is at its best - fulfilling its mission to advance the profession of asset 
management through leadership in education, standards, compliance, and certification. This 
is a week where the true volunteer effort to support all NPMA members can be and should be 
experienced.

The Seminar Committee, led by our Vice President of Professional Development and supported 
by members who are willing to provide their time and talent, begin early to plan for NES. Before 
the call for presentations goes out to members, this committee has put in many hours to ensure 
the structure is in place for a successful NES. After extending the invitation for presentations, we 
then see the great response from those that are willing to share their knowledge and experience 
and their time and talents with you.

The volunteers could not do what they do without the support of our Meeting Expectations 
(ME) team. It is this group that coordinates our volunteer’s efforts and ensures NES will be 
successful. From location venues, schedules, registration desk, the celebration dinner and so 
much more, ME is involved with all aspects of NES.

This year we will be celebrating NPMA’s 50th anniversary. I am sure you have heard or seen 
we are approaching our 50th year. If not, keep informed by reading the bi-weekly Newsflash, 
visit our website, or open any of the past few issues of The Property Professional. A team of senior 
members have been scouring through the NPMA historical documents and photos and have 
created a slideshow with reminders of our past. 

2020 is also an election year for NPMA. Elections are held at the Regional and National level 
and will take place during the National Delegates Meeting on August 23rd. It is very important 
that chapters have delegates present at the meeting to represent their interests and vote at the 
board meetings. Delegates will have received their delegate notebook and should have shared all 
that will take place with their chapter.

I had hoped that we would all be reviewing our travel plans and prepping for NES by the time 
this article reached you, but as we all know NES had to be canceled. Not an easy decision because 
all the planning and effort that had already taken place by those folks mentioned above. Not an 
easy decision because it is the 50th anniversary of NPMA (and who does not want to celebrate 
your 50th anniversary?) However, as we were unable to hold the event while keeping everyone 
safe and maintaining social distancing guidelines, it was a necessary decision. 

As stated above, we will still hold the Regional and National Board meetings virtually and 
hold the elections. We also have plans in place to offer a much smaller virtual event featuring a 
few of our originally scheduled education sessions, which is being offered at no charge as our 
anniversary gift to the association community. While we are unable to gather in person at NES 
this year, we will continue to be NPMA, continue to support our mission and do it with all our 
member volunteers and ME staff. Now let us plan for 2021 in Reno. Take care.

‘‘

NATIONAL PRESIDENT    BILL FRANKLIN, CPPM

NES IS THE 
FLAGSHIP OF NPMA

This is a 
week where 
the true 
volunteer 
effort to 
support all 
the NPMA 
members 
can be and 
should be 
experienced."
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As I write this, it has become apparent that 2020 so far is a year full of changes and 
surprises! By now, lifestyles may have been changed to adapt to the “new normal.” I 
question the phrase of the “new normal.” While we are currently doing many things 
differently, a look back in history shows some of those same precautions during the 
1918 Spanish Flu outbreak. There are multiple images of gatherings with everyone 
wearing masks – spectators at games, baseball players, policemen, and the list goes 
on. And, yet, normalcy did return – people stopped wearing masks!! So, I would prefer 
to consider many of the changes that have been made as temporary challenges rather 
than a new normal.

How have the temporary challenges affected you? Many of us have adapted to 
working from home. Challenges included creating a workspace, coordinating with 
family members, and figuring out new ways to review data possibly with fewer, 
smaller monitors or without printing it. Others have adapted in the workplace – 
wearing masks all day, cleaning surfaces more frequently or taking other precautions. 
Unfortunately, some may have had to adjust to limited work hours or being laid off.

The paragraph above describes visible adaptations that may have been made. What 
other effects have you felt or worked through? These effects may have been emotional 
or may have contributed to misunderstandings or different ways of handling 
situations. I would guess one effect may be missing the interaction from coworkers – 
sharing and discussing workplace and/or personal concerns. Or, the interaction from 
face to face meetings where you can pick up on the subtle messages communicated 
through facial expressions and body language. A personal effect may be the feeling 
that you are isolated since not only do you not see your coworkers on an almost daily 
basis, you may not be able to see parents, children, or grandchildren. Maybe you know 
or have a friend or relative that gets upset hearing the news or doesn’t understand the 
lack of visitors. Maybe you feel that you are unable to make effective contributions to 
your work or others.

While much of what I have listed has been negative impacts, I think many people 
have noticed positive impacts. There may have been more time to pursue favorite 
hobbies or try new things such as new recipes, getting used to cooking more meals 
at home with the time available to do so without rushing; more time for reading, 
reflection, yard work, family, and/or small gatherings.

What has not changed is the requirement to follow the laws and regulations and do 
our jobs! Kudos and hats off to all of you for coping with these temporary challenges! 

Note: One of several useful quotes for coping that I found at https://www.success.
com/21-insightful-quotes-about-embracing-change: “The art of life lies in a constant 
readjustment to our surroundings.” — Kakuzō Okakura, The Book of Tea

In this issue, our cover story is by Steve Holland, Alex Barenblitt, Susan Morrill, and 
Sabrina Nguyen, entitled “ISO 55000: A Strategic Look at Asset Management and 
Creating a Culture of Excellence!”; followed by, in no particular order, “Back to Basics: 
The Interconnectedness of the DFARS Business Systems,” by Tom Ruckdaschel and 
Alex Mikhelson; “Self-Assessment: That is the Question,” by Kim Saeger; and, “What 
is Your Trademark?” by Blaine Hull. 

    Ladies and Gentlemen, we present issue 32-4 of The Property Professional.

HOW THE CHANGES
AFFECTED YOU?

WESTERN REGION EDITOR    GLENDA POOLE, CPPM, CF 
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GP CONSULTANTS LLC
Providing Your Activity Cutting Edge Application and 
Consulting Services in Contract Property Management

“Technical Excellence and Integrity in Contract Property Management”

Let GP CONSULTANTS’  faculty and staff help you excel in the application of 
Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Government Contract Property requirements!

➢  Consulting Services in Contract Property Management

➢  Education and Training for System Improvement

➢  Property Management System Evaluation

➢  Review and Evaluation of Property Management Procedures

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, 
CONTACT GP CONSULTANTS AT: www.government-property.com   gpconsultants@att.net   937-306-8374

Dr. Douglas N. Goetz, 
CPPM CF

The Defense Department has selected seven new military installations to conduct 5G testing 
and experimentation in several areas including augmented reality, wireless connectivity, and 
spectrum sharing, officials announced June 3.

At Naval Base Norfolk, Virginia, tests will focus on shipwide and pier connectivity; at Joint 
Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam in Hawaii, tests will focus on aircraft mission readiness; at Joint 
Base San Antonio, Texas, testing will probe augmented reality and training.

The National Training Center at Fort Irwin and Camp Pendleton in California and Fort Hood, 
Texas will test wireless connectivity. Tinker Air Force Base in Oklahoma will focus on bi-
directional spectrum sharing between DOD communications systems and 5G.

Requests for proposals are expected to come this summer with plans to stand up the new 
test sites this fall, Joseph Evans, DOD's technical director for 5G, told reporters June 3.

For the full coverage page: https://defensesystems.com/articles/2020/06/04/williams-
pentagon-5g-testbeds.aspx

PENTAGON NAMES SEVEN NEW MILITARY
SITES FOR 5G TESTING

By Lauren C. Williams
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CAR CONNECTIVITY 
CONSORTIUM ANNOUNCES 

DIGITAL KEY 2.0 SPECIFICATION

By Edson Perin

Digital keys allow the use of a smartphone to open 
vehicle doors and perform varied remote operations in a 
way that promises to be simple, practical and safe.

The Car Connectivity Consortium (CCC) has announced 
its Digital Key Release 2.0 specification. This will provide 
a standardized ecosystem allowing mobile devices to 
store, authenticate and share digital keys for vehicles 
in a secure way that preserves privacy and works 
anywhere. Digital key technology is based on Near 
Field Communication (NFC), a type of radio frequency 
identification (RFID).

Since the Digital Key Release 2.0 specification uses NFC 
technology, interactions between smartphones and 
vehicles occur without contact and support a scalable 
architecture for mass adoption, CCC explains. Thus, 
vehicle owners will be able to take advantage of the spec 
for such features as security and privacy equivalent to 
physical keys; interoperability and consistency of the 
user experience on mobile devices and vehicles; access, 
departure and mobilization, among other remote 
activities with vehicles; connectivity with the owner 
and sharing keys with friends, with standard or custom 
rights profiles; and support for mobile devices in low-
battery mode, when normal device operation is disabled.

The CCC is dedicated to collaboration between 
industries in the development of global standards and 
solutions for connectivity between smartphones and 
vehicles. Its Board of Directors includes individuals from 
such companies as Apple, BMW, General Motors, Honda, 
Hyundai, LG, Panasonic, Samsung and Volkswagen. The 
organization has more than 100 members, representing 
the global car and smartphone market.

For the full article go to: https://www.rfidjournal.com/
car-connectivity-consortium-announces-digital-key-2-0-
specification
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This article offers insight on 
viewing asset management 
strategically and creating 
a culture of excellence in a 
federal agency or private-sector 
company through the use of 
three International Organization 

for Standardization (ISO) standards: 55000, 
55001, and 55002. The three interconnected 
standards (ISO 55000 series) address asset 
management from a strategic and operational 
perspective. Key topical areas include 
background, scope, organizational context, 
organizational culture, enterprise strategy, 
leadership, planning, support and operations, 
performance evaluation and continous 
improvement, and the benefits of ISO 55000 
(A55K) certification. 

BACKGROUND
ISO 55000, an international standard, addresses the 

management of assets of any kind. In 2013, several senior 
members of the National Property Management Association 
(NPMA) joined the American National Standards Institute–
accredited U.S. Technical Advisory Group (US/TAG). The US/
TAG became part of the ISO Project Committee 251 (PC/251), 
the official international committee that developed ISO 55000, 
55001, and 55002 standards for asset management.i,ii,iii The 
ISO 55000 series standards were completed and published 
on January 15, 2014. We owe gratitude to our senior NPMA 
members for their thought leadership and determination in 
developing these standards that benefit us, our profession, 
federal agencies, and commercial companies, while educating 
top management (i.e., agency directors and company chief 
executive officers [CEOs]) and the workforce.iv

Traditionally, asset management focused on the account-
ability and accounting of tangible assets throughout the asset 
management lifecycle from the determination of need and 
acquisition through disposal. The asset management function 
is important to any organization (federal, state, or municipal 
government agencies or private-sector companies) and offers 
several benefits. Top management, employees, and internal 
and external stakeholders plan, implement, and monitor 
asset management system (AMS) activities and internal 
controls to reduce or eliminate risks in the organization. Asset 
management involves the entire organization, acting like the 
connective tissue throughout the organization’s geographical 
area of responsibility. It enables the organization to examine 
and support the need for assets and asset systems to manage 
multiple types of asset portfolios and maintain an analytical 
approach to managing assets throughout the stages of the asset 
management lifecycle. 

ISO 55000 views asset management from a holistic and 
strategic perspective. Under ISO 55000, asset management is 
defined as a coordinated activity of an organization to realize 

value from assets.v Assets include all categories of property: 
personal property, real property, infrastructure property 
(e.g., roads, railways, bridges, dams, and ports), inventory and 
related property, and even intangible property (e.g., internal 
use software and virtual IT assets). This coordinated activity 
is implemented throughout the organization’s AMS and the 
assets’ lifecycles. An asset is an item, thing, or entity that 
supplies actual or potential value to an organization. An asset’s 
life can span multiple internal functional organizations, federal 
agencies, or companies. When an asset is no longer usable, is 
obsolete, or cannot be maintained, it is declared excess and 
processed for disposal. Assets are categorized in multiple asset 
classes, both tangible and intangible, and include critical assets 
designated as having significant influence on the organization’s 
objectives and mission.

SCOPE
Each organization decides the boundaries and applicability 

of the AMS. These boundaries become the scope of the AMS 
and must align with the strategic asset management plan 
(SAMP) and asset management plan (AMP). The scope of the 
AMS, SAMP and AMP must be documented and available to 
the workforce. The organization develops, implements, and 
continually sustains and improves the AMS for policy, process, 
procedure, and inter-organizational interactions. ISO 55000 
series standards furnish information and best practices that 
address the asset management function, its principles, and 
terminology; establish the requirements for an AMS from an 
organizational context; and provide standard guidance for an 
AMS with ISO 55001 requirements. 

The ISO 55000 series standards fall under the heading of 
voluntary consensus standards (VCSs). Office of Management 
and Budget (OMB) Circular A-119 directs all federal agencies to 
use VCSs in lieu of government-unique standards in regulatory 
activities, except where not in accordance with law or otherwise 
practical.vi With OMB residing in the Executive Office of the 
President of the United States, this circular is not just guidance, 
it is backed by the law.vii The key partnership between OMB, 
federal agency officials, professional societies (e.g., NPMA, 
the Asset Leadership Network, and ASTM International), and 
private industry can make a difference in better managing 
government property owned by American taxpayers under the 
stewardship of all federal agencies and private industry.

Four verbal forms in these standards signal distinct meanings:

• ISO 55000—The Overview section uses “can” and “may” 
to address topics. “Can” indicates a possibility or a 
capability, whereas “may” indicates a permission.

• ISO 55001—The Requirements section uses “shall” to 
direct actions on topics. “Shall” indicates a requirement, 
something that must be accomplished.

• ISO 55002—The Application section uses “should” 
to address implementing actions on topics. It is less 
prescriptive, enabling organizations to implement 
recommended actions to address their SAMP, AMPs, and 
the AMS lifecycle.
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ISO 55000 series standards addresses asset management 
from a holistic viewpoint, using a teamwork approach, from 
the senior top management official (e.g., agency director or 
company CEO), who is the head coach, to the workforce (e.g., 
assistant coaches, players, and support personnel), carrying 
out the organization’s goals and objectives in achieving the 
mission. Everybody needs property to do their jobs. It is 
everybody’s job to care for the property in their possession and 
use it in accordance with their roles and responsibilties. Caring 
for government property is an organizational culture and 
individual responsibility.

ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT
For federal agencies and private-sector companies to 

understand the depth and breath of their organizations, 
internal and external issues must be uncovered along with 
their relevance to the overall organization and its objectives 
and mission. This identification of issues and relevance enables 
the organization to focus on its ability to achieve the intended 
outcomes of its AMS. An AMS is a business management 
system for the asset management function in an organization, 
establishing asset management policy and objectives.

An organization has key stakeholders in its AMS. Stakeholders 
needs and expectations must be understood by all. For example, 
financial management (finance) must receive property record 
data for capitalized assets to record them in the general ledger, 
which supports the organization’s annual agency or company 
financial report. In addition, finance must know the placed-in-
service date for all capitalized assets to calculate depreciation 
and record it in the financial management system. Other key 
stake-holders, such as contracts, have a vested interest when 
government-furnished property (GFP) is supplied to a prime 
contractor for performance of a contract. GFP is recorded in the 
contract through a contract modification and contractors (e.g., 
external suppliers) maintain stewardship, accountability, and 
control while it’s in their possession. In several other instances, 
stakeholder requirements involve financial and non-financial 
information related to asset management reported internally 
and externally.

The role of asset management in an organization supports 
its strategic and organizational goals, objectives, and mission. 
Organizations that know what assets they have, where they 
are located, and what condition they are in have property 
record attributes recorded correctly in the asset management 
database. From a strategic perspective, organizations with 
an enterprise-level SAMP that includes asset management 
objectives compatible with the organization’s goals and 
objectives are better positioned to maximize the value and 
benefits from their assets and minimize risks. The SAMP 
must be approved by top management so the tone at the top is 
established, promotes a culture of continuous improvement, 
and focuses on executing the organization’s mission.

ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE 
To execute an effective AMS, an organization must mobilize 

its people to perform actions, but mobilizing people is no 

easy feat—it takes strategy, tactics, and a clear approach. The 
individuals managing assets need to have reach or a means of 
getting a message throughout the levels of the organization. 
Thus, leadership and organizational culture are never 
separate issues. An organization’s culture cannot exist without 
leadership. “It starts at the top” is how the phrase goes. Culture 
is and has been the it-word for several organizations for the 
past few decades and continues to be discussed frequently. It’s 
how things really work, even if it’s not official.

Culture is an organization’s social behavior and norms. 
Several aspects of culture are unspoken and unmeasurable,viii  
yet culture has a profound influence on an organization’s 
performance. An effective AMS cannot succeed without support 
from an organization’s leaders who set the tone at the top. The 
actions and attitudes of leaders flow down to every level of 
an organization. Leaders who realize the importance of asset 
management to their missions promote the relevance of asset 
management in their organizations. ISO 55000 fosters a culture 
of excellence throughout. The mindset needs to acknowledge 
that asset management touches every aspect of the business. 
Asset management must not be treated as secondary, but instead 
seen as vital to the organization’s business.

ENTERPRISE STRATEGY
Organizations that have an enterprise strategy that cascades 

down to functional organizations are in a better position to 
achieve their organizational goals, objectives, and missions. 
Each organization’s asset mangement system includes an asset 
management policy, asset management objectives, SAMP, 
and AMP. The organization’s enterprise strategy informs 
the SAMP and the SAMP flows to the AMPs. The SAMP is 
a high-level asset management strategy that documents the 
relationships between organizational and asset management 

C O V E R  S T O R Y
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objectives and defines the structure for achieving the asset 
management objectives. 

Once the SAMP is developed and implemented, it forms 
a basis of a tactical-level AMP (or multiple AMPs, as 
appropriate) that establishes asset-level activities. The SAMP 
and AMP are scalable plans that encompass the organization’s 
enterprise-wide asset management activities and mission. 
The SAMP documents the role of the AMS that supports the 
organization’s asset management objectives. This strategic 
plan is a cornerstone document of the AMS, demonstrating the 
organization’s leadership commitment to asset management.

LEADERSHIP 
Top management sets the tone at the top for the workforce 

to follow. It demonstrates commitment in supporting the 
AMS that guarantees asset management policy and objectives, 
and the SAMP, which is aligned with the organization’s 
goals and objectives. Agencies and companies that have top 
management’s support achieve better results and improved 
systems, efficient and effective policies and processes, and 
managed risk. 

Top management must demonstrate leadership and 
commitment to integrate AMS requirements in the 
organization’s business processes. Management supplies the 
essential resources and personnel with the competencies 
to carry out the organization’s AMS. It must also ensure the 
AMS achieves the organizational objectives and intended 
outcomes, while supporting continuous improvement in all 
functional areas in the AMS throughout the asset management 
lifecycle. Management encourages and fosters effective intra-
organizational collaboration and manages risk in accordance 
with organizational goals. 

PLANNING 
Organizations plan strategically to define their strategy, 

allocate resources, and define organizational objectives. The 
organization’s AMS uses organizational objectives to develop 
the asset management policy, asset management objectives, 
and processes to achieve those objectives. Organizations 
should consider risks and opportunities (including internal and 
external issues and stakeholder expectations) when planning 
their AMS to achieve the intended outcome, prevent unwanted 
defects, and ensure continuous improvement. 

The SAMP documents the organization’s approach to 
implementing the asset management policy. It guides the 
organization in achieving asset management objectives, 
describes the AMS structure and roles, and outlines the 
organization’s responsibilities for establishing the AMS 
and operating it effectively. Key issues addressed in the 
SAMP include stakeholder support, risk management, and 
continuous improvement.

AMPs are then developed from and support the SAMP. They 
define the specific activities for the assets, such as scheduled 
inspections or maintenance, with specific and measureable 
objectives, due dates, and required resources. 

Both the SAMP and AMPs help the organization align asset 
management objectives to the asset management policy and 
organizational objectives, improving in the effectiveness and 
efficiency of the organization.

SUPPORT AND OPERATIONS 
A foundational aspect of any endeavor is establishing the 

resources to develop and maintain it. To create a SAMP as 
well as maintain it and achieve the organization’s objectives, 
an organization must first define and supply the necessary 
resources. In addition to funding, those resources include 
adequate staff levels, training to achieve and maintain staff 
competence, and documentation mechanisms (i.e., creation and 
retention), such as which documents are necessary, formats of 
that documentation with necessary data fields, and where and 
how documents are stored, controlled, and accessed.

Communication paths and information exchange ensure 
good awareness across the enterprise. Asset records systems 
record all necessary asset attributes, such as asset details, 
acquisition cost, and location. Terminology for assets and its 
syntax across the enterprise needs codification across all major 
functions—financial and non-financial—for common use and 
understanding of asset terms.

In addition to the competencies of the staff managing assets, 
all organizational staff must know about the asset management 
program, why it exists, what interaction they have with it, and 
their role in the use of assets. Awareness is key: everyone in the 
organization has a role to play.

Once established, the AMS’s operations must be maintained 
in real-time: as actions happen, records are updated, 
documentation is created or updated, planning for ongoing 
operations occurs, and tasks and results are monitored. 
Meaningful metrics keep management informed about 
what is working well and what needs improvement. 
Changes are inevitable and often helpful. However, they 
must be managed including planning, implementation, and 
monitoring their results.

In some cases, outsourcing tasks can gain expertise or 
capability that the organization lacks, with a lower cost and 
better results. However, any outsourcing must be controlled 
and monitored carefully, including surveillance assessments to 
ensure proper care and support.

PERFORMANCE EVALUTION AND 
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 

In any structured approach, an organization must evaluate 
its performance and strive for continuous improvement. It 
starts with establishing meaningful measures of performance: 
metrics that matter. Capturing metrics of any kind has a cost, so 
collecting the data needs to have a useful benefit. Numbers for 
numbers sake mean nothing! But measuring real performance 
to inform management furnishes actionable information 
without bias on how well parts of an AMS work.

The information serves as inputs for continuous 
improvement. Several sets of continuous improvement 
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tool can be applied. One of the most well-known is the Six 
Sigma continuous improvement method. This approach uses 
proven techniques to achieve better performance and quality 
over time. By continually measuring performance, various 
techniques can then test, prove, and implement improvements 
to remove waste and risk. These tools and techniques can be 
applied to many environments. 

In any organization, communication is imperative and 
awareness of the actions of others is equally important. 
Measurements of actions help management know when and 
how to accelerate or make slight changes in direction. While 
efficiency is important, so are other factors, such as effectiveness 
and achieving goals for the spectrum of stakeholders.

BENEFITS OF A55K CERTIFICATION 
ISO 55000 is innately beneficial. It promotes better 

engagement for processes and can uncover deficiencies. The 
adoption of ISO 55000 enables organizations to achieve their 
objectives through the effective and efficient management of all 
their assets consistently and sustainably over time, maximizing 
the realization of value from those assets. When the standards 
are applied at all levels, the benefits extend to all levels as well: 
improved financial performance, managed risk, improved 
services and outputs, and demonstrated compliance.

An organization’s ISO 55000 certification means a great 
deal. External parties assess an organization’s ability to meet 
legal, regulatory, and contractual requirements as well as the 

organization’s requirements constantly. Certification increases 
stakeholder confidence by communicating the organization’s 
commitment to proficiency in asset management. Along with 
improved effectiveness and efficiency of asset performance, 
organizations can receive a highly valued unmodified audit 
opinion or reduced high-stress scrutiny, leading to lower interest 
rates and better financial performance. Improved consistency of 
terminology and data linkages benefit an organization’s financial 
functions. But one of the most important reasons for certification 
is continous improvement. Becoming ISO 55000 certified is not 
the end of the journey. The principle of continual improvement 
is embedded in requirements, ensuring that the organization 

continually improves the suitability, adequacy, and effectiveness 
of its asset management. As a consequence, top management 
benefits from new insights and cross-functional integration.

People are the building blocks of an organization, with 
culture shifting toward people-centric leadership and the 
adage “we are only as successful as our people.”ix ISO 55000 is 
just as important for an individual as it is for the organization. 
Certification enhances an individual’s professional credibility by 
demonstrating competency in asset management and broadens 
one’s perspective on asset management. ISO 55000 covers the 
management of assets of any kind. Individuals gain knowledge 
on the management of asset types beyond personal property, 
such as real property, infrastructure property, internal use 
software, and intellectual property. Through understanding 
industry best practices and techniques, an individual gains new 
perspectives.x A solid foundation of asset management opens 
doors to new opportunities, expanded knowledge, increased 
earning potential, and enhanced expertise. 

CONCLUSION 
ISO 55000 enables an organization to assess asset management 

strategically enterprise-wide to implement a SAMP and AMP 
while supporting the AMS. Application of ISO 55000 standards 
creates a culture of excellence. Asset management applies to all 
categories of assets, including personal property, real property, 
supplies, infrastructure, and software. 

To be effective, an organization’s AMS must have the 
support of its leadership, who sets the tone at the top. 
That tone is critical to communicating support for the 
AMS throughout the organization. Leadership ensures the 
organization’s strategy cascades down to organizational 
objectives, the AMS, asset management policy, asset 
management objectives, and processes. 

Organizations that implement ISO 55000 standards improve 
their efficiency and effectiveness; comply with existing laws, 
federal statutes, and regulations; and improve their financial 
posture. In addition, management of asset management risks 
and opportunities helps achieve intended outcomes. The 
importance of competencies for asset management cannot be 
emphasized enough because the qualifications, knowledge, 
skills, and abilities of the organization’s personnel are critical 
to its success. An ISO 55000 certification demonstrates an 
internationally recognized commitment to excellence and 
competency in asset management. 

This article highlights the aspects of asset management from 
an enterprise perspective that enable organizations to set the 
tone at the top, take a strategic look at asset management, and 
create a culture of excellence.
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THAT IS THE 
QUESTION
SELF-ASSESSMENT: 
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DCMA PMSA audit. I mean, it makes 
good business sense to test yourself in the 
same manner you will be tested, right? 
Depending on the complexity and risk 
level of your business, there may be an 
opportunity for you to get some relief. If 
you are performing assessments in the 
same manner that DCMA would, it may 
allow for the self-assessments to be used in 
lieu of DCMA PMSA results. That said, the 
PA will still be required to perform their 
audit at some point, but it may not have to 
be as frequent! 

The last detail about self-assessments 
that’s important to cover is the need 
to document what you did. Requesting 
objective evidence and retaining 
supporting documentation is a critical part 
of having a successful self-assessment plan. 
You must be able to support your reviews, 
not only to substantiate your findings, but 
also because you yourself will be audited! 
Remember, we already discussed that 
Contractor Self-Assessments is its own 
element now out of the 22 in a PMSA 
and it is the PAs job to ensure you are 
performing a compliant review of your 
property management system. If you do 
not have documentation to support what 
you did, there is no way they can validate 
your findings and conclusions. 

We have answered the question to 
assess or not to assess fairly easy, now 
the devil is in the details of determining 
the “what” and the “how” of performing 
those assessments.
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what functional organization performs 
the assessments. Keep in mind, in order 
to keep some level of objectivity, the 
assessments should be performed by 
someone outside your organization, i.e. 
Quality, Compliance, etc. if at all possible.

There may be instances where property 
personnel are the only ones who can 
perform the reviews and, in those cases, 
it is important to establish a level of 
management review/oversight to ensure 
impartiality. In addition, your plan and 
procedures should outline the frequency 
of the assessments. For example, your 
plan may state that you will review all 
applicable elements of your PMSA over a 
three year period. It is also best practice 
to list the elements of the property system 
that will be reviewed as not all may be 
applicable (i.e. your company does not 
have a receipt and issue system). 

The last thing to make sure you note 
in your plan and procedures is what is 
considered to be a significant finding and 
the corrective action requirements for how 
those deficiencies will be resolved. No one 
wants to see defects in their processes, 
but unfortunately it happens. It is critical 
to have a robust root cause and corrective 
action process to 1) ensure the defects are 
not systemic by determining the real root 
cause and 2) create a corrective action plan 
that will prevent reoccurrence. 

So now that you have established your 
self-assessment plan, let’s talk about 
a few more details to ensure that the 
self-assessments being performed are 
beneficial to the business; the first detail 
being the assessment schedule.

Establishing a schedule for conducting 
self-assessments is a key component. 
Self-assessments are meant to help the 
organization determine if there are 
issues or concerns with the property 
management system and typically you 
want that to happen before a Defends 
Contract Management Agency (DCMA) 
audit. Aligning the self-assessment 
schedule so that elements are reviewed 
ahead of the DCMA PMSA schedule 
allows for you to recognize, contain and 
correct an issue. This proactive approach 
also provides the organization a level of 
confidence and preparedness going into a 
DCMA audit. 

In line with that concept, and although 
not required, it should be considered to 
align the self-assessment methodologies 
with those that are being utilized in a 

To self-assess, or not to self-assess, that 
is the question. 

Although Mr. William Shakespeare had 
many profound words for us to ponder 
following his quote “To be, or not to be,” 
ours is an easy one to answer, especially 
if you are a Government contractor. The 
answer, whether you want to grumble 
or not, is that you shall perform self-
assessments. And, we get that requirement 
in our contracts from the Federal 
Acquisition Regulation (FAR).

Now that we have established the need 
to self-assess, let’s dive into how to make 
it successful. 

First, let’s refresh our memory on the 
requirement in Government property 
clause, FAR 52.245-1. Section (b)(4) 
of the clause states, “The Contractor 
shall establish and maintain procedures 
necessary to assess its property 
management system effectiveness and 
shall perform periodic internal reviews, 
surveillances, self-assessments, or 
audits. Significant findings or results 
of such reviews and audits pertaining 
to Government property shall be made 
available to the Property Administrator.” 

The clause is broad on what those 
assessments are supposed to look like 
so it is up to you, as the contractor, to 
establish the plan. But no need to worry 
about if your plan is good enough because 
the Property Administrator (PA) will tell 
you if it provides sufficient oversight of 
the property management system when 
they audit Element 2 of your Property 
Management System Analysis (PMSA): 
Contractor Self-Assessment. Insert 
nervous laugh here… 

When establishing a self-assessment 
plan for your company, there are some 
things to consider such as size and 
complexity of your organization, type of 
property managed, etc. That is why they 
leave it vague in the FAR as to what they 
are looking for. Not every business will be 
the same and it would not be reasonable 
to require them to be. A small mom 
and pop shop would not have the same 
self-assessment plan as a large, highly 
complex contractor. 

One thing that would be consistent, 
no matter the size or complexity of the 
company, is documenting the plan. Your 
plan and procedures must speak to how 
the assessments will be performed and 
the methodologies that will be used. 
It should also outline, at a minimum, 
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By Sam Bocetta

The public sector took a hit when the COVID-19 pandemic 
forced a rapid shift to remote work. More specifically:

Lack of infrastructure. The high cost of having a 
telecommuting-friendly infrastructure  – from reliable 
communications and collaboration tools to trusted hosting – 
left many agencies without the capacity to accommodate the 
majority of their remote workers.

Lack of staff expertise. Managers that weren’t prepared for 
a disaster suffered the most because they were unable to 
properly communicate and monitor the digital behavior of 
employees remotely. 

Insufficient tools and software. Out of the office, many 
employees used consumer-grade applications, tools and 
accounts to get their work done and communicate with one 
another during the pandemic.

General lack of cybersecurity awareness among employees. 
Over 95% of cyberattacks rely on social engineering, such 
as phishing emails and fake phone calls. Remote workers, 
however, faced greater risk, especially as attackers’ tactics 
quickly evolved.

HOW TO FIX IT

Educate staff regularly. All employees should participate in 
regular workshops and to learn how to spot social engineering 

and malware threats as well as how to safely use a device 
that’s connected to a network housing sensitive data.

Protect against vulnerabilities. Employees should be required, 
by default, to install a firewall and antivirus applications on 
their local machines, as well as make use of any top VPN 
service when connected to public Wi-Fi.

Issue employees work devices. Agencies should consider 
assigning devices to each employee to be used for work 
purposes only.

Invest in flexible cloud servers for sensitive information. 
Agencies should consider investing in adjustable private 
servers, both for long-term and temporary storage services, or 
partnering with third parties who have a track record of security.

Prepare for a quick return to the status quo. To cut back on 
resettling time for employees and organizations, agencies 
should look to partners for specialized help in creating IT 
systems that address their specific needs and functions.

To survive the current situation, government agencies must 
identify their weak points when it comes to on-site and 
remote work.

For the full article go to: https://gcn.com/
articles/2020/06/04/post-covid-playbook.aspx

'NEW NORMAL’ PLAYBOOK STARTS 
WITH HONEST ASSESSMENT OF 

TELEWORK PERFORMANCE
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ARMY TO PROBE THE ECONOMICS

OF MODERNIZATION
The Army is embarking on a yearlong economic study in hopes to better predict 
tech modernization needs.

Bruce Jette, the Army's acquisition chief, said at an AUSA virtual event June 8 
that the Army is working on a "holistic economic model" that extends beyond the 
current two-year budget planning cycle, which can impede modernization efforts.

 The model, crafted in partnership with the deputy chief of staff and West Point, 
also aims to determine how long capabilities last, Jette said.

Gen. John Murray, commander of Army Futures Command, told reporters he 
expects the defense budget to take a hit, but said that it will trigger reevaluating 
the equipping portfolio and production schedules.

 "If defense budgets do in fact go down or even flat line, we're going to have 
to look holistically at the entire equipping portfolio, continue to make some 

decisions within everything else where we can, and then potentially look at production schedules," Murray said at a Defense 
Writers Group event May 27.

"It's tight right now in terms of the budget we got for modernization, and we have to modernize now. If we don't modernize 
now with everything we have going on, the chances are that we're not going to modernize for a long time," he said.

For the full article go to: https://fcw.com/articles/2020/06/08/williams-jette-army-study.aspx

A Boston-based company is working with bone regenerative protein to help 
servicemembers recover from traumatic injuries.

Luis Alvarez, CEO and founder of Theradaptive, said AMP2 can be applied like paint 
to an orthopedic implant manufactured to replace or support a damaged bone. 
This could help speed up the healing process for injuries such as shattered bones. 
Coating the implant with the protein helps induce repair, he noted.

“We have focused on a particular protein that regenerates bone in particular, 
[and modified] that protein so that it sticks in certain implants and medical 
devices,” he said.

The research will be especially helpful for spinal fusions, which focus on welding 
bone between vertebrae and reducing back pain, he noted. This would also be a 
sustainable product for the commercial market, he said.

Additionally, Theradaptive is leveraging the work to modify proteins that could help with regenerating skin and 
blood vessels, he noted. The cartilage regeneration program is of high interest to the Defense Department because 
damaged joints can lead to osteoporosis later in life, which is a problem often dealt with by the Department of 
Veterans Affairs, he said. The effort is being supported through the Small Business Innovation Research program.

For the full article go to: https://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/articles/2020/3/6/bone-paint-may-aid-
wounded-warriors

BONE "PAINT" MAY AID WOUNDED WARRIORS
By Connie Lee

By Lauren C. Williams

Bruce Jette, assistant secretary of the Army 
for acquisition, logistics, and technology, briefs 

reporters at the Pentagon, July 18, 2019. 
(U.S. Army photo by John G. Martinez)
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There are things that define us -- like 
character traits that help us stand out 
from others. These could be referred to as 
Character Trademarks. 

Are we dependable, honest, hardworking 
and caring? Are we happy and concerned 
with the success and happiness of others?

I remember when I was a young boy I had 
a teacher whose character trademark was 
being a grumpy old man. He never smiled 
and he had a scowl on his face that was 
scary to look at. One day while waiting for 
another class to start, I noticed him in his 
room eating lunch. I went in and struck up 

Have you ever thought that we as 
humans have a trademark? Think about it. 
How do we live our lives? Are we living in 
a way that we show everyone around us 
the symbols of our trademark?

Whenever I have the opportunity to 
attend a funeral and hear all of the nice 
things that are said about the individual that 
has passed, I ask myself what are the things 
that will be said about me? Am I friendly 
and kind to all that I come in contact with? 
Was I a good father, husband, son, brother? 
Was I a good employee to the company? Did 
I go the extra mile? Did I give all that I had?  

A trademark is “a symbol, word, or words 
legally registered or established by use 
as representing a company or product." 
(WordWeb) Synonyms include: logo, 
brand, emblem, sign, mark, stamp, symbol, 
badge, crest, monogram, and colophon.

When thinking of a trademark, most 
of us think of a particular product or 
company which has been registered. The 
registration is a symbol which identifies 
the manufacturer or distributor of a 
certain product. Having a trademark 
provides a sense of safety and security that 
the product will not be copied.

WHAT IS YOUR TRADEMARK?

 By Blaine Hull, CPPS, Great Salt Lake Chapter
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a conversation with him. After doing this 
every day for the next couple of weeks, 
I noticed that he was not the same man 
that I had perceived him to be. He was an 
interesting, funny and witty guy that was 
full of great stories. I saw him as I believe 
he really was. He has long since passed but 
I think about him every once in a while 
and how that experience has helped me 
in my life. I am grateful that I got to know 
Mr. Hinchcliff and for the experiences and 
stories that he shared. It turned out that 
the character trademarks that I saw in the 
beginning weren’t even close to what they 
really were.

It would be a wise thing to ask ourselves 
every once and awhile, am I that grumpy 
old man? Or am I someone that others enjoy 
being around?  

In a motivational book I read recently 
entitled The Energy Bus, the author Jon 
Gordon, refers to energy vampires. They are 
people who suck the positive energy out of 
everything you try to do. We all know one. 
We have them all around us.

Are you an energy vampire? Do you 
promote a positive environment? Or is the 
energy drained when you leave the room? 

We all have the ability to create a better, 
more positive future for everyone that we 
come in contact with.

Think about it! It is up to us to build a 
future that promotes joy and happiness! 
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NDIA POLICY POINTS: 
PROTECTIONISM WON’T 

BOLSTER SUPPLY CHAINS

As the idea of rebuilding domestic manufacturing capacity gains steam, 
many voices go a step further by calling for protectionist policies to 
enhance supply chain resiliency.

Rather than a solution to supply chain fragility, trade protectionism will 
make the problem worse.

Instead, advanced manufacturing technologies offer a better path to 
strengthening U.S. supply chains. The Defense Department’s advanced 
manufacturing programs show investment in the capabilities of the 
domestic manufacturing base can succeed as a long-term strategy for 
U.S. supply chain resiliency.

Supply chains have 
suffered from three 
primary stressors. 
First, the global, 
simultaneous and 
persistent surge in 
demand outpaced 
the outflow from 
producers, creating 
severe backlogs.

Second, even when 
available, getting 
supplies to buyers 

became an obstacle course of competitive bidding, emergency 
government export and import barriers, and strained international 
shipping and delivery networks.

Third, manufacturing capacity proved too limited and inflexible, 
with established producers unable to scale-up and new producers 
experiencing difficulties getting operations up and running. The 
COVID-19 crisis illustrates for all the hazards of relying on a global 
market and just-in-time inventories to support national emergency 
management.

COVID-19 has exposed alarming vulnerabilities in U.S. industrial supply 
chains. Protectionism, though, offers a counterproductive answer. 
Rather than erecting barriers to trade that undermine long-term 
competitiveness and productive capacities, policymakers should seek to 
enhance domestic manufacturing to make it more agile, competitive and 
cost-effective.

Accelerating investment in a national advanced manufacturing 
technology strategy offers the best option for a future supply chain that 
will be ready to respond when America needs it.

For the full article go to: https://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/
articles/2020/5/22/protectionism-wont-bolster-supply-chains

By Christopher Smith
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 By Alex Mikhelson, CPA, DC-Federal Center Chapter & Thomas Ruckdaschel, CPPM, CF, DC-Federal Center Chapter

BACK TO BASICS:
THE INTERCONNECTEDNESS OF 
THE DFARS BUSINESS SYSTEMS
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pursue cost reimbursement contracts or 
anticipates a Cost Accounting Standards 
covered contract, they will shift their 
focus to the accounting system and hold 
the accounting function responsible for 
achieving and maintaining compliance 
with the Government’s accounting 
system criteria. On the other hand, for 
example, as a contractor approaches $50 
million in annual sales under negotiated 
Government contracts, management 
will place focus on the purchasing 
system and hold the procurement 
function responsible for achieving 
and maintaining compliance with the 
Government’s purchasing system criteria. 

Despite each of the six business systems 
having distinct applicability requirements 
and, thus, varying degrees of management 
attention at different times, an important 
fact often gets overlooked: the six business 
systems are not mutually exclusive; rather, 
they are interconnected, and we shouldn’t 
approach them as if they each exist in a 
vacuum. To put it another way, once one 
business system comes into management’s 
focus, the others should come into focus 
with them as well. Unfortunately, we often 
see each business system placed in its 
own swim lane and addressed specifically 
within that swim lane (e.g. the accounting 
function focuses on the accounting 
system, the procurement function focuses 
on the purchasing system, etc.). 

THE INTERCONNECTEDNESS
The interconnectedness of contractor 

business systems is important because 
government auditors and other overseers 
do not limit their work to the imaginary 
borders of whichever system they 
may be reviewing. Generally Accepted 
Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS) 
(section 5.20 in the 2011 revision of the 
“Yellow Book”) require auditors to report 
certain findings identified during an 
engagement even when those findings 
are related to areas outside the specific 
objectives of the examination. Therefore, 
when auditors look at a particular 
business system, the interfaces to other 
business systems make them, too, fair 
game for review. A deficiency in one 
system may cause, or may have been 
caused by, deficiencies in other systems.

Let’s try to illustrate this point using 
the context of the Government Property 
Management System, required by FAR 
52.245-1 and addressed as one of the 

The Government’s acceptance and 
reliance on a contractor’s business 
systems is a two-way street. To rely on 
a contractor’s business systems, the 
Government needs to understand them. 
Before the Government can do that, the 
contractor needs to understand them and 
assemble individual system elements into 
a cohesive picture of how they function 
to support contract compliance and the 
Government’s information needs. Often, 
contractors view business systems from 
two perspectives: externally, in terms of 
who will perform Government oversight, 
and internally, in terms of which 
functional groups “own” them. 

Externally, the DoD (Department 
of Defense) splits contractor business 
system oversight responsibility between 
DCAA and the Defense Contract 
Management Agency (DCMA). DCAA 
handles Accounting, Estimating, and 
Material Management and Accounting, 
while DCMA handles Government 
Property, Purchasing, and Earned Value 
Management. (See above)

Internally, contractors tend to 
place increasing management focus 
and attention on specific business 
systems commensurate with contract 
clause criteria, compliance risk, and 
applicability requirements. For example, 
if contractor’s management decides to 

The greater Government contracting 
community, both industry and 
Government, recently breathed a sigh 
of relief as the Defense Contract Audit 
Agency (DCAA) unloaded its crushing 
backlog of incurred cost audits. This 
milestone will allow contractors and 
agencies to move toward closing out 
years of physically complete contracts. 
Though shifting such a large backlog 
from DCAA onto contracting officers and 
contractors makes the contract closeout 
process more acute, it allows DCAA to 
refocus its resources on other neglected 
areas, including contractor business 
system oversight.

“With the backlog behind us, we will 
be returning to a more balanced mix of 
audits across our whole portfolio, including 
business systems, Truth in Negotiations, 
Cost Accounting standards, pre-award 
surveys, claims, and terminations.”

-DCAA Report to Congress on FY 2018 
Activities, Defense Contract Audit Agency, 
March 31, 2019

Both the Section 809 panel and 
Government Accountability Office 
(GAO) have emphasized the importance 
of using data obtained from contractor 
business systems and relying on those 
systems’ internal controls to provide more 
useful and relevant information to the 
Acquisition Team.

DCAA DCMA

Estimating Purchasing

Accounting
Government 

Property

Material 
Management 
& Accounting

Earned Value 
Management
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manufacturing a significant portion of 
your company’s contract deliverable. Since 
you read this article, you might wonder 
about the consequences of subcontractor 
inventory discrepancies, materials co-
mingling, and potential loss or misuse of 
Government property.

So, what do you do if the subcontractor 
does not have an adequate property system 
and your company already awarded the 
subcontract? After all, the purchasing folks 
only need to flow down the Government 
property clause right? If the subcontractor 
is not willing, as a condition of the 
subcontract, to implement a compliant 
property management system, what do you 
do to manage the risk of loss, performance 
risk, and an increased liability? 

An auditor/reviewer looking at either 
the purchasing system and/or Government 
property management system can 
view this situation as a deficiency that 
potentially affects both systems! Either we 
are not careful enough in how we select or 
issue subcontracts or we are not effectively 
managing Government property. So, 
should ensuring that subcontractors have 
an adequate property management system 
solely be a purchasing or a Government 
property management system function? 

Our general recommendation 
understanding the interconnectedness 
of the two systems is to have both 
functions interact and involve the 
Government property function at 
subcontractor selection to provide some 
insight and analysis on the status of the 
subcontractor’s property system. Perhaps 
some sort of gap analysis and corrective 
action plan with the subcontractor may 
be appropriate. In either case, both the 
purchasing and the Government property 
system will be protected.

INTERFACE WITH ESTIMATING
The requirements for a contractor’s 

estimating system overtly require 
integration with a contractor’s other 
management systems (DFARS 252.215-
7002, (A)(3)). Usually, this integration 
features the strongest connections with 
the purchasing and accounting systems. 
However, a contractor’s proposal 
team often overlooks the property 
management system when estimating 
contract prices. It’s possible that the most 
involvement a contractor’s Government 
property function has in relation to new 
opportunities comes only after award of a 

property administrator determines that 
the contractor’s property management 
practices are noncompliant. We can 
also infer that the Government will be 
less likely to provide property or allow 
a contractor to acquire Government 
property if the contractor’s system is 
not up to par. By extension, and through 
the magic of flowdowns, a prime 
contractor, furnishing Government 
property to a subcontractor (or allowing 
the subcontractor acquire Government 
property), puts itself in the Government’s 
shoes: 

“The Contractor shall include the 
requirements of this clause in all 
subcontracts under which Government 
property is acquired or furnished 
for subcontract performance.” FAR 
52.24501(b)(3)

The prime contractor will be held 
responsible for Government property on its 
contracts even if a loss may have occurred 
due to an inadequate subcontractor 
property management system.

Let’s explore an all too common scenario. 
Your Government property function learns 
from the procurement function that your 
company just awarded a major, important 
Cost reimbursement subcontract providing 
Government property that contains FAR 
52.245-1. You subsequently find out that, 
while the subcontractor is a leader in 
its field, they do not know the first thing 
about Government property management. 
Further complicating matters, you learn 
that the subcontractor is responsible for 

six “Business systems” under DFARS 
252.245-7003, which some refer to as “the 
forgotten business system” because it often 
receives the least amount of attention 
from management. That, however, is 
changing within DoD. While a contractor’s 
Government Property Management 
System focuses on the stewardship of 
Government Property in its possession, it 
has natural interfaces with the purchasing 
system, estimating system, material 
management and accounting system, and 
the accounting system. To help illustrate 
this point, let’s look at the four touchpoints 
in detail.

INTERFACE WITH 
PURCHASING

The Government Property clause 
(Federal Acquisition Regulation 52.245-1) 
requires contractors (and by extension 
their Government Property System) to 
flow down the clause’s requirements in 
subcontracts that contemplate receiving 
and/or acquiring Government Property. No 
sweat, right? We often hear something like 
this: “So, as long as our purchasing folks 
include the clause in the subcontract we 
should be good to go, right?” Not exactly.

The Government typically self-
insures against the loss of Government 
property on contracts. The Government 
mitigates this risk of loss by imposing 
Government property management 
system requirements on contractors. 
The Government may, at any time, 
revoke this assumption of risk if the 

Government
Property
System

Purchasing
System

• Subcontractor Oversight

• Contractor Acquired Property

• Contract Deliverables

• Contract Billings

• Adjustments and Credits

• New Opportunities

• Follow on Requirements

• GFP

• Material that is CAP

• Contract Excess and Disposition

Estimating
Sytem

MMAS

Accounting
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the Government property clauses, but also 
the statement of work to identify potential 
nuances discernable only to experienced 
Government property professionals. This 
small effort can insulate your company from 
potentially big headaches.

INTERFACE WITH THE 
MATERIAL MANAGEMENT 
AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEM 
(MMAS)

The MMAS (DFARS 252.242-7004) 
system is intended for contractors to 
be able to pull material stock, typically 
comingled together for projects, and 
return unused portions back to stock 
while appropriately charging and crediting 
or debiting the related projects. Since 
MMAS deals with materials that will be 
incorporated into final deliverables, it’s 
likely a lot of that material may be CAP. In 
addition, GFP must be addressed under 
the MMAS – but its commingling and the 
credit debit process is NOT applicable. 
GFP is included under the MMAS 
for planning purposes only. As such, 
MMAS and the Government Property 
Management System are joined at the hip.

MMAS criteria requires contractors 
to “…establish and maintain adequate 
levels of record accuracy, and include 
reconciliation of recorded inventory 
quantities to physical inventory by part 
number on a periodic basis. A 95 percent 
accuracy level is desirable.” MMAS criteria 
also requires “...adequate controls to ensure 
that physically commingled inventories 
that may include material for which costs 
are charged or allocated to fixed-price, 
cost-reimbursement, and commercial 
contracts…” 

If your MMAS system is unable to 
maintain that inventory accuracy number, 
it tends to have a snowball effect on your 
organization’s ability to:
• Charge physically commingled 

inventories appropriately to the various 
contract types and customers

• Properly capture and report lost, stolen, 
or damaged material

• Track and capture material 
consumption rates

• Identify and report property excess to 
contract requirements

All of the above are Government property 
management system criteria spelled out 
in FAR 52.245-1. An auditor/reviewer may 
view these deficiencies as related, affecting 

services on a Government installation 
handling Government property that would 
never enter your custody. The Contracting 
Officer correctly included the FAR 
52.245-1 clause since this would be a cost 
reimbursable effort. The proposal team 
priced in specific Government property 
management activities without engaging 
your company’s Government property 
function, other than to inform them that 
the RFP contract contained FAR 52.245-1.

Had the proposal team included 
the Government property function 
in its estimating efforts, they would 
have identified that FAR Part 45 (and 
by extension 52.245-1) may not have 
necessarily applied. FAR Part 45.000(b)
(5) states that “Government property that 
is incidental to the place of performance, 
when the contract requires contractor 
personnel to be located on a Government 
site or installation, and when the 
property used by the contractor within 
the location remains accountable to the 
Government.” Coincidently, the estimating 
function could have priced this effort 
more competitively by eliminating the 
unnecessary Government property 
management activities.

An auditor/reviewer looking at either 
the estimating system and/or Government 
property system can view these situations 
as deficiencies that potentially affect either 
or both systems! To avoid this unintended 
risk, we generally advise clients to engage 
the Government property functions (at least 
initially) at the RFP phase (if the contract 
invokes FAR 52.245-1) to review not just 

contract with the FAR 52.245-1 clause (and 
related DFARS clauses). No big deal, right? 
It turns out that it can be. Let’s look at two 
brief scenarios:

Scenario 1
Your proposal team prepared a response 

to a request for proposal (RFP) for follow-
on work. Much like the initial contract, the 
follow-on contains clause FAR 52.245-1 
and the statement of work calls for further 
development or upgrades to your product. 
The proposal was prepared and technically 
sound and in typical fashion had estimated 
the cost for the contractor to procure and 
update/upgrade the specified products. 

After contract award, the contracting 
officer requested a post award audit that 
identified several complete products that 
weren’t considered in the new contract’s 
cost estimate. Consequently, the auditor 
identified an estimating system deficiency 
because the contractor had estimated the 
cost of producing products a second time.

Had the proposal team included the 
Government property function in its 
estimating efforts, they would have 
identified a quantity of these products 
on hand, taken them into account in the 
cost estimate, would have requested the 
contracting officer(s) to execute mods 
providing the Government Furnished 
Property to the follow-on contract.

Scenario 2
Your team received an RFP 

contemplating a cost reimbursable 
contract. The statement of work calls for 
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on both DCAA and DCMA to focus on 
business systems, and DoD’s pressure on 
DCMA to improve Government property 
accountability within the Government 
contractor community, understanding and 
better managing your company’s business 
system interfaces will become key to 
successfully maintaining your business’ 
DFARS system in an acceptable status.
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if you don’t have CAS covered contracts, 
you’ll still have the FAR 52.245-1 criteria 
when performing cost reimbursable 
work. Your treatment of direct vs. 
indirect costs is still something to pay 
close attention to!

If your Accounting system does not 
appropriately identify material purchases 
made under a contract as direct costs, 
there would be a significant challenge 
in determining if you were entitled to 
reimbursement of purchased material (as 
a direct item of cost). Since ownership 
of the material (ultimately incorporated 
into a deliverable) could not be readily 
established, compliance with FAR 
clause 52.245-1 would be substantially 
compromised. Additionally, there is 
also an increased risk that Government 
property could also be comingled and 
not segregated from other property 
(contractor or other customer) as we 
discussed above under MMAS.

An auditor/reviewer looking at either 
system may view these as significant 
deficiencies potentially affecting both 
systems! It’s also not a favorable position 
to be in when you cannot readily 
identify the items that your customers 
actually own. We recommend that your 
Government property function is apprised 
of and involved in any decisions related to 
the treatment of materials when it comes 
to direct vs. indirect cost tracking.

CONCLUSION
In the examples above, simple 

interactions between the business systems 
and those functions responsible for them 
could have anticipated and dealt with 
these nuanced challenges. However, 
traditional “stove piping” of business 
systems places them at unnecessary and 
avoidable risk for deficiencies.

Think of the entirety of your business as 
a giant puzzle that, once complete, paints a 
picture of what your business does and how 
it does it. The business systems themselves 
are puzzle pieces that, when integrated, fit 
together seamlessly. Consider the examples 
above as instances where the pieces do not 
quite fit and begin to distort the picture, 
leading an observer (auditors/reviewers) 
to focus in on those areas and questioning 
whether you have the right pieces 
connected in the right places. 

With DCAA’s new plan of returning to 
auditing business systems, GAOs pressure 

both systems. If you have an MMAS, 
we recommend that your Government 
property function is plugged into the 
design, establishment, and monitoring of 
your MMAS. 

INTERFACE WITH 
ACCOUNTING

The Accounting Business system tends 
to be thought of as the hub of the DFARS 
business systems world, and rightfully so. 
Any transaction out of the other business 
systems tends to begin with, flow through, 
or end up in the Accounting system. It’s 
why you always follow the money! 

One of the basic concepts in cost 
accounting when it comes to Government 
contracting is the concept of segregation 
of direct and indirect costs. That is, 
separating costs related directly to a 
contract from costs that tend to benefit 
multiple contracts or the organization 
as a whole. If your company has Cost 
Accounting Standards (CAS) covered 
contracts, or even if you just perform 
cost reimbursable work, you are required 
to segregate these costs. This concept is 
especially important when it comes to the 
identification of Government property 
that originates as Contractor Acquired 
Property (CAP).
• “Title under Cost-Reimbursement or 

Time-and-Material Contracts or Cost-
Reimbursable line items under Fixed-
Price contracts.

• (i)Title to all property purchased by the 
Contractor for which the Contractor is 
entitled to be reimbursed as a direct item 
of cost under this contract shall pass to 
and vest in the Government upon the 
vendor’s delivery of such property. ” 
-FAR 52.245-1(e)(3)

For the Government to take title to 
CAP, it has to be reimbursable as a direct 
item of cost. Typically, CAS covered 
contracts require contractors to file a 
disclosure statement that describes the 
contractor’s treatment of certain costs as 
direct or indirect. Even if you do not have 
CAS covered contracts but still perform 
cost reimbursable work, the adequate 
accounting system criteria called for in 
FAR 16.301-3(3) and spelled out in the 
SF-1408 (a typical item under a preaward 
survey) require you to still properly 
segregate direct and indirect costs. While 
you typically won’t have the DFARS 
business system criteria in your contracts 
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For our 18th annual assessment of DoD’s weapon programs, 
we looked at DoD’s plans to acquire about $1.8 trillion worth 
of new weapons systems.

DoD is focused on delivering these weapons quickly, and in 
some cases has started using a more streamlined process to 
do so. However, for many of the programs we looked at, DoD 
did not take steps to help achieve its goal, such as completing 
certain planning and testing steps before making decisions.

Also, DoD leaders may not have complete information about 
programs using the streamlined process, which could make 
it hard for them to know if the programs can deliver new 
systems as quickly as promised.

For the full report go to: https://www.gao.gov/products/gao-
20-439#summary

GAO-20-439: Published: Jun 3, 2020. 
Publicly Released: Jun 3, 2020. 
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BRINGING CHAPTERS TOGETHER

Connection
CORNER

Connection corner is a 
column in The Property 
Professional designed for 
Chapters to share information 
with the membership. In this 
edition, we interviewed Chapter 
President, Vanessa Camarena, 
from the Cochise Chapter. 
The Cochise Chapter, located 
in Tucson, Arizona, is a large 
Chapter in the Western Region.

Tell us something unique / interesting 
about your Chapter? 

Our Chapter gets together in early 
December to celebrate with each other. 
It is a great opportunity to come together 
face to face with the whole Chapter! We 
also have several Chapter members that 
are a part of the Western Region and 
Executive Boards, which is exciting to 
see our members involved in the broader 
NPMA community.

As President, what advice you would 
give from one President / Chapter Board 
to another? 

Take the time to invest in the education 
and certification that NPMA has to offer. 
There are many opportunities with 
all of the free webinars now offered 
to provide educational content during 
meetings when a speaker is not available. 
Sending out surveys to the Chapter on 
which topic they want to hear about 
also increases participation and interest 
during our meetings. 

Share Your Story

WANT TO SHARE SOMETHING 
FROM YOUR CHAPTER?
Email Kim Saeger, VP of 

Communications & Marketing at 
vpmarketing@npma.org today!

EMAIL
US

Greetings from the desert!

What Industries make up your 
Chapter membership?  

Our large Chapter is made up of mostly 
Government Contractor and University 
members.

What type of meetings does your 
Chapter hold? 

Our Chapter has members that are 
located throughout Southern Arizona 
in different cities, so we hold all of our 
meetings virtually and GoTo Meeting 
works best for us. However, some of our 
chapter members who work for the same 
company are able to come together face 
to face and join the meeting as a group, 
which is great that part of our Chapter still 
has an opportunity to interact 

How does your Chapter drive 
participation?

The companies that employ our members 
support and promote NPMA and all it has 
to offer. Something we started doing was 
sending out surveys to our members to get 
their input on Chapter events. For example, 
we send surveys on which educational 
webinars they would like to see during our 
meetings, guest speakers that they would 
like to hear from, where to hold our year 
end event or volunteer opportunities they 
are interested in supporting.

Does your Chapter participate in 
community service? 

Last year we donated money to the 
Southern Arizona Food Bank. We have 
also donated to several other organizations 
in past years. This year we had planned on 
having a community service project every 
quarter to give back to our community, but 
COVID has impacted that slightly.
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BY YOUR NPMA ‘EXPERT’ PANEL

ASK THE
EXPERT

DEAR EXPERT PANEL,
We have a Department of Defense Fixed 

Price (FP) Contract with Government 
Property accountable under that contract 
– Only Government Furnished Property 
(GFP). The Contract is nearing completion 
and we requested the transfer of that GFP 
from Contract A to Contract B, a follow on 
FP contract for the same deliverable. Same 
Procuring Contracting Officer (PCO) for 
both contracts. The Procuring Contracting 
Officer sent back an e-mail to our contracts 
people saying the transfer is approved. 
Our contract people asked property if this 
gave us authority to transfer that GFP. 
We, Property, said no – it needs a contract 
modification. The Contracts people re-
contacted the PCO – and the PCO said he/
she would get to it but he/she is really busy 
right now. With no indication of when 
the mod would be forthcoming. Can we 
transfer that GFP to the follow-on contract 
based upon the e-mail? 

SIGNED - CONFUSED IN CONNECTICUT

DEAR CONFUSED,
WOW! Interesting question and I am 

hearing this same scenario playing out 
often. And you are probably NOT going to 
like my answer – but we will talk about this 
from a number of perspectives:

1. The “Strict Constructionist” answer. 
NO, this e-mail does NOT give you 
the authority to transfer. DFARS 245. 
245.103-71 Transferring Government 
property accountability only provides 
a reference to a DFARS PGI. It states, 
“Follow the procedures at PGI 245.103-
71 for transferring Government property 
accountability.” Remember the DFARS PGIs 
are DIRECTION to the GOVERNMENT. 
Contractors are not bound by this reference. 
The PGI at 245.103-71 states, 

“(1) Use only the Standard Form 30 to 
execute transfers of Government property 
accountability between existing contracts. 
No other forms or documents, such as the 
DD Form 1149, Requisition and Invoice/
Shipping Document, are authorized for 
the transfer of Government property 
accountability from one contract to another.

(2) Modifications for the transfer of 
Government property accountability shall:

(i) Use the fillable PDF formats 
prescribed at PGI 245.103-72.
(ii) Incorporate FAR clauses 52.245-1, 
Government Property, and 52.245-9, Use 
and Charges, and the associated DFARS 
clauses (see 245.107, Contract clauses) to 
the extent that the gaining contract lacks 
the required clauses.”

Respectfully, it provides clear direction to 
the PCO. No ifs, ands or buts. I would like 
to say that the PCO is failing in his or her 
responsibility to act promptly in responding 
to this matter. But, simply put, No Mod 
(and the accompanying requirements, 
forms, GFP lists, etc.) No Transfer!

2. The “But they said it was o.k.” answer. 
The Contracting Officer can act within 
their authority. Yes, one could consider 
that an “authorization” to perform – but 
the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) 
is quite clear under 1.602-1(a) which states, 
“Contracting officers have authority to enter 
into, administer, or terminate contracts and 
make related determinations and findings.” 
“O.K.,” you say, “They can do it!” Not so 
quick! Paragraph (b) amplifies this a little 
stating, “No contract shall be entered into 
unless the contracting officer ensures that 
all requirements of law, executive orders, 
regulations, and all other applicable 
procedures, including clearances and 
approvals, have been met.” Key word there 
– REGULATIONS! The REGULATION 

cited above, DFARS 245. 245.103-71 and its 
accompanying PGI – say SPECIFICALLY 
how it is to be done. So, NO, a second time. 
Gotta’ follow the rules.

3. FUTURE THOUGHTS! “Well,” you 
come back and say, “But if we don’t get 
permission to use that Government 
property, we won’t be able to perform 
under this follow-on contract!” Whoa! 
Wait a minute! What? If that GFP was 
NOT listed in the follow-on contract 
then where does it say you are entitled to 
delaying delivery of the deliverables of the 
follow-on contract? Without that listing of 
GFP AT TIME OF CONTRACT AWARD 
included in the contract – you, really 
your company, said they could perform 
this follow-on contract without any GFP. 
“Well, that is not what we meant!”

Good, so what do you do going forward? 
Two items:

1. For ALL FUTURE contracts, where 
you anticipate using GFP from one 
contract on another? Buried in a policy 
section, FAR 45.201 is another bit of 
direction to the CO. FAR 45.201(c) directs 
the CO to REQUIRE…

…all offerors to submit the following 
information with their offers-

(1) A list or description of all 
Government property that the offeror or 
its subcontractors propose to use on a 
rent-free basis. The list shall identify the 
accountable contract under which the 
property is held and the authorization for 
its use ( from the contracting officer having 
cognizance of the property).

And there is more that you can read on 
your own – too much for this column.

But the idea is to be PROACTIVE 
and MAKE SURE that the GFP ISSUE 
is resolved BEFORE the award of the 
contract making the post award transfer 
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request really a moot point. In the simplest 
terms, if built into the gaining contract – 
you have your authorization to transfer! 
It has to be in the CONTRACT, the 
GAINING CONTRACT BEFORE AWARD.

2. And point two is a little more 
problematic – and I have to be pragmatic 
here. There is no way to “force” the PCO 
to act. Wish there was some way to do that 
– but there isn’t. Rather, you can elevate 
this to the folks that have written the DoD 
Rules on GFP and make them aware of 
the situation. There is a wonderful site at 
https://dodprocurementtoolbox.com/ with a 
ton of information on GFP, and other topics. 
There is a “Contact US” link which allows 
you to submit question TO THE DOD 
regarding issues related to Government 
furnished property, such as this. Here is 
that link, https://dodprocurementtoolbox.
com/contact-us. The only way for DoD to 
respond to non-responsive issues on the 
part of the Government is to make the 
Government aware of them.

Regrettably, I cannot offer you a simple 
solution to your question. There is none. 
But there is the one proactive approach that 

you should certainly use to ensure you have 
the GFP available when you need it without 
waiting for a contract mod to show up!

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED, 
YOUR EXPERT PANEL

LEGAL DISCLAIMER:
This email and the advice contained within is for 
recommendation purposes only. NPMA makes 
no representations or warranties of any kind, 
express or implied, including without limitation 
any implied warranty of fitness for a particular 
purpose. Please note that additional issues 
may exist that could affect the treatment of the 
recommendation. The recommendation does 
not consider or reach a conclusion with respect 
to additional issues. This is not to be construed 
as legal advice and NPMA is not liable for any 
damages, etc. that result from following (or not 
following) their advice. In no event shall NPMA 
be liable for any lost profits, lost data, or any form 
of special, incidental, indirect, consequential or 
punitive damages of any kind (whether or not 
foreseeable), whether based on breach of contract, 
tort (including negligence), product liability or 
otherwise, even if it is informed in advance of the 
possibility of such damages.   

Questions

DO YOU HAVE A 
BURNING QUESTION 

for our panel of experts? 
We want to hear from you. 

Email hq@npma.org to 
submit your question.

ASK
US

GOT QUESTIONS? 
SUBMIT YOUR TOPIC ON THE NPMA MEMBER FORUM TODAY!

MISSION:
The Member Forum is your path to the knowledge and experience 
of asset management professionals from all functional areas within 
NPMA. The Member Forum is a networking opportunity where you can 
ask questions, present problems, and receive quality advice. This is the 
place for everyone; no boundaries based on functions, no boundaries 
based on type of organization, where we can all learn from each other.

CONTACT US: 
SCOTT RAY, Director of Communications and Membership Media: 
scottray@stanford.edu 

KIM SAEGER, VP of Communications and Marketing: 

vpmarketing@npma.org

LINK TO THE FORUM:  
WWW.NPMA.ORG/FORUMS 

NPMA
MEMBER
FORUM
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COURSE Schedule

 
Register 
today for 
an NPMA 

course!

BY ATTENDING AN NPMA 
course, you’ll gain the 
knowledge and skills you 
need to succeed on the 
job. Don’t wait, register 
today! Seating is limited!

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS 
about NPMA courses, call 
404.477.5811 or email 
education@npma.org. For 
more information or to 
register, visit the website  
at www.npma.org and 
click on the Education tab.

DON’T 
WAIT

CPPS CERTIFICATION REVIEW

SEPTEMBER 8-11  //  VIRTUAL 
OCTOBER 5-8  //  VIRTUAL  
NOVEMBER 9-11  //  PORTLAND, OR (PRE-FES)

The Fundamentals of Personal Property Management course is 
designed to teach the basics of property management, cradle-to-grave, 
including how to effectively manage personal property. Topics include 
acquisitions, receiving, identification, storage and warehousing, 
movement, maintenance, physical inventory and more.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

SEPTEMBER 16-18  //  VIRTUAL  
OCTOBER 20-22  //  VIRTUAL

This course is specifically for FEDERAL property and asset managers 
to navigate managing property accountable to their federal agency. For 
these managers who not only manage property on their sites but also 
manage property in the hands of contractors, we will address regulations 
unique to these federal requirements. 

The class will engage students in the life cycle phases of property 
management from requirements gathering to final record closeout, 
with discussions of roles and responsibilities, process relationships, 
value and risk management responsibilities, performance measures 
and impacts on sound property management. The class allows time to 
network with other federal managers and to apply your learning.

INTERMEDIATE CONTRACT 
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 

SEPTEMBER 21-25  //  VIRTUAL PLATFORM PENDING
Dr. Goetz and Professor Charles Waszczak offer a comprehensive, 

intensive four-and-one-half day application and case study oriented 
seminar covering the more advanced aspects of Contract/Government 
Property Management. Challenge your intellect! This course presents 
the next logical step in the Contract Property Professionals educational 
development. It moves beyond learning the regulatory material that 
drives application and performance and now goes to the higher levels 
of learning – analysis, evaluation and even creating. Through legal 
readings, case studies, technical problem-solving exercises you will 
increase your depth and breadth of knowledge in contract property.

Visit 
www.npma.org  
to register
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Schedule subject to change. 
Visit www.npma.org/events for 
most current schedule. 

100 WORST MISTAKES IN 
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 

OCTOBER 14-16  //  VIRTUAL PLATFORM PENDING
During this informative three-day course, you will learn what 

common property management mistakes are made, the possible 
consequences of repeating them, and tips for avoiding these 
blunders all together. Every phase of the property life cycle will 
be examined, including best practices and guiding principles.

“100 Worst Mistakes to Make in Property Management” is a 
great refresher course for seasoned professionals who can draw 
on the mistakes of others. For new professionals, the course will 
provide the framework and examples to ensure common mistakes 
can be avoided. Every attendee will receive a copy of the material 
covered for future reference. All experience levels are welcome!

FLEET MANAGEMENT – CERTIFIED 
FEDERAL FLEET SPECIALIST 

OCTOBER 20-22  //  SEATTLE, WA
The NPMA, in partnership with Mercury Associates, is proud 

to offer the first Certification for the Federal Fleet Manager. The 
Certified Federal Fleet Specialist (CFFS) level training is designed 
for persons who have basic Fleet Management responsibilities 
or dual roles such as the vehicle control officer. Course subjects 
include Basic Fleet Management, Fleet Information Management: 
Regulations, Systems and Data, and Optimizing the Fleet.

CPPA CERTIFICATION REVIEW 

SEPTEMBER 28-OCTOBER 1  //  VIRTUAL  
OCTOBER 26-29  //  VIRTUAL 
NOVEMBER 8-10  //  PORTLAND, OR (PRE-FES)

This course takes the property professional from the 
beginning life-cycle stages of property operations into the 
broader value-added world of organizational partnering and 
strategic property management concepts. Attendees will 
experience an in-depth examination of property management 
topics ranging from voluntary consensus standards, requirements 
determinations, contracting and assistance, risk, consumables, 
and fleet management to value-added solutions and 
environmental considerations. 

CPPM CERTIFICATION REVIEW 

OCTOBER 2  //  VIRTUAL 
OCTOBER 30  //  VIRTUAL 
NOVEMBER 11  //  PORTLAND, OR (PRE-FES)

This one-day class will provide an intensive review before 
you sit for the CPPM exam. Functional areas covered include 
acquisition, audits, consumption, contracts and agreements 
closure, control, disposition and retirement, environmental 
considerations, identification, maintenance and more. 

FLEET MANAGEMENT – CERTIFIED FEDERAL 
FLEET ADMINISTRATOR

NOVEMBER 3-5  //  AUSTIN, TX
The NPMA, in partnership with Mercury Associates, is proud 

to offer the first Certification for the Federal Fleet Manager. 
The Certified Federal Fleet Administrator (CFFA) level training 
is designed for persons who have successfully completed the 
Certified Fleet Specialist training.

This course aims to provide a level of knowledge for people who 
perform fleet management duties, either part time or full time, 
at the mid-organization level. The course presents new material 
and expands upon concepts covered in the Certified Federal Fleet 
Specialist (CFFS) course, such as environmental Executive Order 
requirements, understanding fleet costs, and the use of fleet data 
and performance indicators to improve performance. 

BACK TO BASICS: UNLOCKING THE 
MYSTERIES OF PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 
(PRE-FES)

NOVEMBER 7-11  //  PORTLAND, OR
This new course, taught by Rosanne (Beth) Green, CPPM, CF, 

is for anyone who wants to expand their Property Management 
knowledge and skills. Topics include Property Management, 
acquisition, receipt of Property, identification records, physical 
inventory, subcontract control, reports, stewardship and more! All 
experience levels are welcome and encouraged to attend!

SUSTAINABLE LEADERSHIP IN 
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

NOVEMBER 11  //  PORTLAND, OR (PRE-FES)
Studies show that sustainability initiatives help to bolster 

cutting-edge approaches to management practices. This course 
examines how property managers endeavor to find ways to bring 
sustainability efforts to the forefront of organizational life to 
ensure its relevancy and effectiveness in the future.

S E P T E M B E R - N O V E M B E R
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visit us at cgi.com
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